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[1] This paper presents a multicontinuum approach to model fractal temporal scaling of
catchment response in hydrological systems. The temporal scaling of discharge is quantiﬁed
in frequency domain by the transfer function HðxÞ, which is deﬁned as the ratio between
the spectra of catchment response and recharge time series. The transfer function may scale
with frequency x as HðxÞ  x2b. While the classical linear and Dupuit models predict
exponents of b52 and b51, observations indicate scalings with noninteger exponents b.
Such behaviors have been described by multifractal models, which, however, often lack a
relation to the medium characteristics. We revisit and extend the classical linear Dupuit
aquifer models and discuss their physical meanings in the light of the resulting aquifer
dynamics. On the basis of these classical models, we derive a multicontinuum approach that
provides physical recharge models which are able to explain fractal behaviors with
exponents 1=2 < b < 2. Furthermore, this approach allows to link the fractal dynamics of
the discharge process to the physical aquifer characteristics as reﬂected in the distribution of
storage time scales. We systematically analyze the catchment responses in the proposed
multicontinuum models, and identify and quantify the time scales which characterize the
dynamics of the catchment response to recharge.
Citation: Russian, A., M. Dentz, T. Le Borgne, J. Carrera, and J. Jimenez-Martinez (2013), Temporal scaling of groundwater
discharge in dual and multicontinuum catchment models, Water Resour. Res., 49, 8552–8564, doi :10.1002/2013WR014255.
1. Introduction
[2] The understanding of the relation between aquifer dis-
charge and recharge is a fundamental problem in hydrology.
Often, aquifer discharge into a river or any outfall is the only
information available when studying the groundwater sys-
tem of a basin. This information may be enough to model
regional ﬂow, disregarding the details at local scales [Duffy
and Lee, 1992]. The discharge of a catchment is a measure
for the recharge at basin-scale, and variations in the dis-
charge represent the dynamic response of an aquifer to
changes in recharge. A clear understanding of the ground-
water system dynamics and the recharge processes is funda-
mental to improve our ability to manage groundwater
resources. The ability to understand and model hydrological
processes at basin scale is fundamental to improve our abil-
ity to manage groundwater resources and predict the effect
of large-scale changes in land use and climate.
[3] Modeling aquifer discharge is a challenging problem
because the discharge of a catchment after a rainfall event
is the result of several processes, such as rainfall inﬁltra-
tion, surface detention, overland ﬂow, surface runoff, lat-
eral and preferential ﬂow, transient saturated and
unsaturated ﬂow [Scanlon et al., 2002; Fiori and Russo,
2007]. Information on these processes is typically limited.
The main sources of complexity are: (i) the nonlinearity of
many hydrological process and (ii) the high degree of vari-
ability of conditions in space and time [Dingman, 1994].
Fiori and Russo [2007] show using numerical simulations
that the spatial variability of hydraulic parameters has a
noteworthy impact on water movement and catchment
response.
[4] Spatial heterogeneity brings complexity in the ﬂow
dynamics and induces uncertainty. Even if it was possible
to have a detailed description of heterogeneity, the amount
of information would be difﬁcult to handle and the result-
ing basin-scale dynamics difﬁcult to interpret. Because of
the scarcity of information and the intrinsic complexity in
the recharge process, it is useful to keep basin-scale models
simple, and search for a description of the basin-scale aqui-
fer dynamics that integrates the collective action of hetero-
geneity and small-scale ﬂow processes. For these reasons,
we focus on the impact of spatial heterogeneity on the
catchment response at hillslope scale starting from a linear-
ized classical recharge model, the linear Dupuit model
[Gelhar and Wilson, 1974]. Spatial heterogeneity of
hydraulic parameters is handled stochastically. Temporal
variability in the recharge process is conveniently handled
in spectral domain [e.g., Gelhar, 1974; Besbes and De
Marsily, 1984; Duffy and Cusumano, 1998; Manga, 1999].
We consider a spatially uniform recharge, absence of return
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ﬂow and overland ﬂow, which are reasonable assumptions
especially for a small catchment [Dingman, 1994].
[5] The simplest way to model the catchment response is
to consider the catchment as a linear input-output system.
Input (recharge) and the output (groundwater head varia-
tion or the consequent discharge) are related linearly
through a transfer function, which quantiﬁes the action of
the aquifer on the discharge dynamics. In this context, the
aquifer is considered a linear ﬁlter whose properties depend
on the medium characteristics and ﬂow processes in the
medium [e.g., Gelhar, 1974; Freeze, 1975; Duffy and Gel-
har, 1985; Juki and Denijuki, 2004; Zhang, 2004]. Spectral
analysis provides a useful tool to characterize the input and
output signals and analyze the ﬁlter properties of the aqui-
fer [e.g., Gelhar, 1974]. In this framework, the aquifer
dynamics are quantiﬁed by the power spectrum of the
transfer function, which in the following is termed the fre-
quency transfer function HðxÞ. The frequency transfer
function (FTF) reﬂects the action of the aquifer on the head
and discharge dynamics.
[6] Classical physical aquifer models to determine the
transfer function are the linear reservoir (LR) model and
the linear Dupuit (LD) aquifer model [e.g., Gelhar, 1974].
The LR model is zero-dimensional and thus disregards spa-
tial variations of hydraulic head. The LD model is one-
dimensional and describes ﬂow in the aquifer based on the
linearized Dupuit-Forchheimer hypothesis [e.g., Bear, 1972].
These models are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
They predict that for high frequencies x, the transfer
function related to the discharge ﬂux scales as
HqðxÞ  x2b. The LR model predicts a scaling exponent of
b52 [Gelhar, 1974], the LD model a scaling exponent of b
51 [Gelhar, 1974; Molenat et al., 1999]. The difference in
the scaling exponents implies a difference in the aquifer
response dynamics.
[7] A series of studies have shown that groundwater lev-
els and discharge signals [e.g., Zhang and Yang, 2010; Labat
et al., 2002; Zhang, 2004; Molenat et al., 1999, 2000;
Jimenez-Martınez et al., 2013] as well as river runoff [e.g.,
Tessier et al., 1996; Kantelhardt et al., 2003; Zhang, 2005;
Kantelhardt et al., 2006; Koscielny-Bunde et al., 2006;
Livina et al., 2007; Little and Bloomﬁeld, 2010] may scale
with noninteger exponents b. Such behavior cannot be
explained by classical discharge models, which are based on
the representation of the aquifer as a homogeneous porous
medium. In fact, such behavior is commonly attributed to
the heterogeneity of the catchment. Spatial heterogeneity
induces a spectrum of transfer time scales, which the classi-
cal models are not able to describe. A detailed review of
catchment transit time modeling is given inMcGuire [2006].
Conceptually, we can imagine that after a recharge event, a
portion of water may ﬂow quickly to the discharge point
according to the piezometric head gradient, whereas another
portion may inﬁltrate in low permeability regions and get
stored there to be released slowly at a later time. As indi-
cated by Hurst [1951], long-range correlations in river
responses indicate that water storage and discharge processes
occur over a wide range of temporal scales [Tessier et al.,
1996; Fiori et al., 2009; Duffy, 2010].
[8] Noninteger exponents of the frequency transfer func-
tion can be explained by interﬂow through the vadose zone
[Fiori et al., 2009] or modeled on the basis of Nash transfer
functions, which consider a cascade of a number of linear
reservoir with identical storage coefﬁcients [Nash, 1957;
Nasri et al., 2004] or using multifractal approaches [e.g.,
Turcotte and Greene, 1993; Tessier et al., 1996; Kantel-
hardt et al., 2003; Labat et al., 2011]. A limitation of these
models is that the link with a measurable property of the
medium is missing. For example, the fractal dimension is
not directly linked to the spatial organization of the aquifer,
and it can vary depending on the experimental conditions
used to determine it [e.g., Little and Bloomﬁeld, 2010]. For
these reasons, the interpretation of these models is rather dif-
ﬁcult [Tessier et al., 1996], which limits their usefulness for
prediction [Labat et al., 2002]. Zhang [2004] pointed out
that scaling characterized by noninteger exponents in the
aquifer response may be due to medium heterogeneity, or
fractality of the recharge process, or a combination of both.
[9] In this paper, we focus on the role of medium hetero-
geneity for the scaling of the aquifer response to recharge.
The objective is to establish a model that renders a wide
range of water storage scales, that is able to explain fractal
behavior and that allows to link the fractal dynamics of the
discharge process to a stochastic description of the medium
heterogeneity as reﬂected in the distribution of storage
scales. To this end, we consider dual and multicontinuum
aquifer models that can explain preasymptotic fractal scaling
of the transfer function due to the medium heterogeneity.
Early double porosity and double permeability models
assume that the mobile and immobile zones are each in
Figure 1. Sketch of the classical recharge models. From left to right, Linear Dupuit (LD) model with
Dirichlet BC, Dupuit model with Cauchy BC, and the Linear Reservoir (LR) model. q(t) denotes stream
discharge, r(t) aquifer recharge (assumed spatially uniform), h(t) and hðx; tÞ hydraulic head, L width of
the catchment. h0 indicates the boundary head at the outfall for the LD model with Dirichlet BC. In the
LR model and in the LD model with Cauchy BC, q(t) indicates the ﬂux at the outfall. In the Dupuit mod-
els at x5 L no-ﬂux BC at the watershed is imposed.
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quasi-equilibrium and therefore mass transfer is approxi-
mated as a ﬁrst-order process [e.g., Barenblatt et al., 1960;
Warren and Root, 1963; Dykhuizen, 1987, 1990]. Our
approach takes into account nonequilibrium effects in the
immobile zone, which together with heterogeneity gives rise
to noninteger exponents in frequency transfer functions.
[10] In the following, we revisit and extend the classical
recharge models and discuss their physical meanings in the
light of the resulting aquifer dynamics. On the basis of these
classical models, we derive dual and multicontinuum recharge
models which are able to explain noninteger exponent of the
frequency transfer function spectrum and link this behavior to
a statistical description of the medium heterogeneity.
2. Classical Dupuit Model
[11] The classical linear Dupuit (LD) model is based on
the linearized form of the Dupuit approximation of the ﬂow
equation for homogeneous porous media [Bear, 1972]. It is
given by [Gelhar, 1974]
S
@hðx; tÞ
@t
2T
@2hðx; tÞ
@x2
5rðtÞ; (1)
where S is storativity [2], hðx; tÞ is hydraulic head [L], T is
transmissivity ½L2T21; rðtÞ is recharge per unit aquifer sur-
face area ½LT21; x is distance from the discharge point,
and t is time. Per Darcy’s law, the discharge per unit aqui-
fer surface area q(t), is given by
qðtÞ52T
L
@hðx; tÞ
@x

x50
; (2)
where L is the width of the aquifer. A schematic illustration
of the model is given in Figure 1.
2.1. Spectral Analysis
[12] In modeling recharge dynamics as an input-output
problem, linearity implies that the output signal (the
groundwater level or the consequent discharge) represents
a unique response to a given input (recharge). This
approach assumes that the recharge r(t) is spatially uni-
form, which is a reasonable assumption for small basins.
Thus, groundwater discharge q(t) can be written as a linear
functional of the input signal r(t),
qðtÞ5
ð1
21
fqðt0Þ rðt2t0Þdt0; (3)
where fqðtÞ is the discharge impulse response function, or
ﬁlter, of the system [Wiener, 1949]. Both the impulse
response function fqðtÞ and recharge r(t) are zero for t < 0.
This convolution transforms to a product in frequency
domain. The Fourier transform here is deﬁned by
~f ðxÞ5
ð1
21
f ðtÞexp ð2ixtÞdt; f ðtÞ5
ð1
21
~f ðxÞexp ðixtÞ dx
2p
(4)
with i5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
21
p
the imaginary unit. Here and in the following,
Fourier-transformed quantities are marked by a tilde.
[13] Taking the Fourier transform of equation (3) and
solving for ~f qðxÞ, we obtain the complex frequency dis-
charge response function ~f qðxÞ as the ratio of the Fourier
transforms of the discharge ~qðxÞ and the recharge ~rðxÞ. Its
square deﬁnes the frequency transfer function (FTF) [Box
and Jenkins, 1970]:
~f qðxÞ5
~qðxÞ
~rðxÞ ; HqðxÞ5j
~f qðxÞj2: (5)
[14] The response of the hydraulic head hðx; tÞ is charac-
terized by the head FTF, Hhðx;xÞ, which is deﬁned by the
square of the ratio of ~hðx;xÞ and of the recharge ~rðxÞ,
Hhðx;xÞ5
 ~hðx;xÞ~rðxÞ

2
: (6)
[15] The head FTF depends on the location of the obser-
vation point x in the basin, while the discharge FTF HqðxÞ
characterizes the dynamics of the catchment at basin scale.
2.2. Linear Dupuit Model With Dirichlet BC
[16] As illustrated in Figure 1, the Dupuit model repre-
sents a homogeneous catchment with a no-ﬂow boundary
condition (BC) at the basin end (Neumann BC),
@hðx5L; tÞ=@x50. The Dirichlet BC prescribes the head at
the discharge boundary at x5 0, hðx50; tÞ5tÞ5h0 [e.g.,
Gelhar, 1974; Molenat et al., 1999]. Without loss of gener-
ality, we set h050 in the following.
[17] With this BC, the solution of the Fourier transform
of equation (1) is given by
~hðx;xÞ5~rðxÞ
ixS
12
cosh pðxÞ xL21
  
cosh pðxÞ½ 
 	
; (7)
see also Gelhar [1974]. We deﬁned here
pðxÞ5 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃixsLp ; sL5L2S=T5x21L : (8)
[18] The inverse of the characteristic aquifer response
time xL5s21L is referred to as aquifer response rate
[Erskine and Papaioannou, 1997].
[19] The discharge FTF deﬁned in equation (5) is obtained
from equation (7) and the Fourier transform of equation (2).
This yields [Molenat et al., 1999; Gelhar, 1974]
HqðxÞ5 1xsL jtanh ½pðxÞj
2; (9)
[20] The head FTF deﬁned by equation (6) can be
directly read off expression (7) and is given by
Hhðx;xÞ5 1x2S2 12
cosh pðxÞ xL21
  
cosh pðxÞ½ 


2
: (10)
[21] The behavior of HqðxÞ is illustrated in Figure 2. For
high frequencies, xsL  1 it scales as x21. For low fre-
quencies, xsL  1;HqðxÞ approaches one. This means
that long-time components in the recharge spectrum, with
frequencies lower than the aquifer response rate are not
smoothed by the system and their variations reﬂect unal-
tered on the output.
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[22] The evolution of Hhðx;xÞ at x5L; x5L=20, and x5
L=100 is shown in Figure 3. Unlike the discharge FTF, the
behavior of Hhðx;xÞ depends on the observation point x.
The spatial dependence of Hhðx;xÞ introduces a second
characteristic time sx5x2S=T , which is given by the mean
diffusion time from the observation point to the discharge
point. For x=L 1, an intermediate regime develops,
which is given by s21L  x s21x . In this regime, the head
FTF scales as the discharge FTF according to x21, which
can be derived by expanding the hyperbolic cosine in equa-
tion (10) for x=L 1. In fact, near the discharge, for
x=L 1, the discharge ﬂux can be approximated by
qð0; tÞ  2Thðx; tÞ=ðxLÞ: (11)
[23] For frequencies x s21x the head FTF scales as
x22. At the watershed boundary for x5L, it behaves
exactly asHhðL;xÞ51=ðS2xÞ, see equation (10). This scal-
ing corresponds to the behavior of the classical linear reser-
voir (LR) model, which is a zero-dimensional model that
represents the catchment as a lumped reservoir [Gelhar,
1974], see also Appendix A.
[24] The values of Hhðx;xÞ at x50 depend on the
observation point. We obtain by taking the limit x! 0 in
equation (10)
lim
x!0
Hhðx;xÞ5
2 x22T 1 LxT

2
: (12)
2.3. Linear Dupuit Model With Cauchy BC
[25] Dirichlet discharge boundary conditions may not
always be realistic and in many situation Cauchy BCs may
be more appropriate [e.g., Bear, 1972]. The Cauchy bound-
ary condition relates the discharge ﬂux with the difference of
the boundary head and a reference head h0 at the outlet as
T
L
@hðx; tÞ
@x

x50
5ac½hð0; tÞ2h0; (13)
where ac is an outﬂow constant (leakage coefﬁcient). With-
out loss of generality, the reference level is set to zero. The
LD model with Cauchy boundary conditions in the follow-
ing is referred to as LDC model. Note that the Cauchy
boundary condition coincides with the Dirichlet condition
in the limit of ac !1. With this BC, the solution of the
Fourier transform of equation (1) is given by
~hðx;xÞ5RðxÞ
ixS
12
cosh pðxÞ xL21
  
pðxÞT
acL2
sinh ½pðxÞ1cosh ½pðxÞ
( )
; (14)
with pðxÞ given by equation (8). Note that for
pðxÞT=L2  ac, equation (14) reduces to equation (7).
This implies that in the time regime t ðSTÞ=ðacLÞ2 the
dynamics of the LDD and LDC models are the same.
[26] Using equation (14) in the Fourier transform of
equation (2) gives ~qðxÞ, and from equation (5) we then
obtain for the discharge frequency transfer function
HqðxÞ5 a
2
c
x2S2
 tanh ½pðxÞtanh ½pðxÞ1 acL2pðxÞT

2
: (15)
[27] The head FTF again can be directly read off equa-
tion (14) according to equation (6) and is given by
HhðxÞ5 1x2S2
12 cosh pðxÞ xL21
  
pðxÞT
acL2
sinh ½pðxÞ1cosh ½pðxÞ

2
: (16)
[28] Note that for xsL  1, the head FTF
Hhðx;xÞ  a22c HqðxÞ / x22, and both scale as x22. The
behaviors of the discharge FTF and the heat FTF are illus-
trated in Figures 2 and 3. As illustrated in Figure 2 for
decreasing frequencies xsL  1;HqðxÞ approaches one.
Unlike for the LDD model, here the behavior of the head
FTF for xsL  ðacLÞ2=T2, see Figure 3, is independent
from the observation point x, as is the case for the LR
model [e.g., Gelhar, 1974]. In fact, in Appendix A we
show that the LR model can be obtained from the horizon-
tal average of the LDC model. For decreasing frequencies
Figure 2. Discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the (dashed) LDD,
(dash-dotted) LDC, and (solid) LR models. The vertical
line indicates the aquifer response rate xL51 h which is
given by xL5T=ðL2SÞ for the LDD and LDC models, and
by xL5a=S for the LR model. We used
S51024; T5102 m2h21; L5103 m, and a5ac51024 h
21.
Figure 3. Head FTF HhðxÞ at different observation
points for the LR, LDD, and LDC models. The vertical
lines indicate the characteristic frequencies xx5T=ðx2SÞ
for the observation points (from left to right) x5 L,
x5L=20, and x5L=102. We used: S51024; T5102 m2h21;
ac51024 h
21, and L5103 m. The aquifer response rate is
xL51 h.
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xsL  1, the value of the head FTF at depends on the
observation point. Taking the limit x! 0 in the head FTF
for the LDC model given in equation (16), we obtain
lim
x!0
Hhðx;xÞ5
2 x22T 1 LxT 1 1ac

2
: (17)
[29] The values of the head FTF decrease at x50 as the
observation point gets closer to the discharge boundary.
3. Dual and Multicontinuum Aquifer Models
[30] In this section, we develop a multicontinuum
approach to account for the impact of a spectrum of
heterogeneity-induced mass transfer time scales on the
aquifer response. The model assumes that the water enter-
ing the aquifer inﬁltrates into a conductive region through
which it may ﬂow to the discharge point according to the
hydraulic gradient, and from which it may inﬁltrate into
less conductive zones, where it can get trapped and again
slowly released. For simplicity, the conductive zone is
called mobile region, while the less conductive one is
called immobile region. The wide range of temporal scales
which characterize natural problems [Tessier et al., 1996;
Duffy, 2010], can arise here from a heterogeneous immo-
bile layer.
[31] The aim is to simplify the complex dynamic of aqui-
fer response which occur in a three-dimensional heteroge-
neous media in a simpliﬁed two-dimensional model, which
handle heterogeneity in a stochastic framework and returns
the range of temporal scales observed in nature. The under-
lying conceptual models are illustrated schematically in
Figure 4. In particular, the simpliﬁed conceptual model
considers a spatially uniform recharge that reaches the
aquifer instantanously, and absence of return ﬂow and
overland ﬂow.
[32] We handle spatial heterogeneity in a stochastic
framework, where the medium is considered as a particular
realization of an ensemble of media with the same statisti-
cal properties. The spatially variable hydraulic parameters
are modeled as spatial random ﬁelds. We consider a sta-
tionary and ergodic medium, with a ﬁnite correlation
length. We assume that the heterogeneity scale is much
smaller than the aquifer scale. Thus, we assume that the
medium is organized in vertical bins. Constant hydraulic
properties are assigned to each bin. The individual values
are sampled from independent identically distributed ran-
dom variables. Thus, such medium can be completely
deﬁned by single point distributions of the hydraulic
parameters. A schema of the model is given in Figure 4.
Figure 4 in the right illustrates the multicontinuum model,
where heterogeneity of the immobile layer is organized in
bins of width ‘ that are far smaller than the aquifer scale.
For completeness, we take into account also the case of a
homogeneous immobile layer, which reduces the multicon-
tinuum recharge model to a dual continuum recharge
model, as illustrated in the left of Figure 4.
3.1. Model Derivation
[33] The governing equation of the multicontinuum
recharge model is given by the ﬂow equation [De Marsily,
1986]:
sðxÞ @hðx; tÞ
@t
2r  KðxÞrhðx; tÞ½ 50; (18)
where x5ðx; zÞT ; sðxÞ is the speciﬁc storativity and KðxÞ is
the hydraulic conductivity, see Figure 4. In order to derive
the multicontinuum model, we need to resolve explicitly
the model taking into account the z direction and the
recharge term is considered as upper boundary condition.
In the immobile region, 0 < z < dim, speciﬁc storativity and
hydraulic conductivity are variable in x direction, sðxÞ5sim
ðxÞ and KðxÞ5KimðxÞ, while in the mobile region,
dim < z < d, both speciﬁc storativity and hydraulic conduc-
tivity are taken constant, sðxÞ5sm and KðxÞ5Km.
[34] The system is driven by the recharge r(t) at the
upper horizontal boundary of the mobile layer, which
yields the boundary condition
Km
@hðx; tÞ
@z
5rðtÞ; z5d: (19)
[35] At the lower boundary a no-ﬂux boundary condition
is speciﬁed
Figure 4. Sketches of the (left) dual continuum and (right) multicontinuum models. The catchment of
thickness d5dm1dim is split into an upper mobile layer of thickness dm, and a lower immobile layer of
thickness dim ; q is the stream discharge, r is the aquifer recharge, and hm and him are the hydraulic heads
in the mobile and in the immobile zones, respectively. The immobile zone of the multicontinuum model
is split into slabs of width ‘ L.
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KimðxÞ @hðx; tÞ
@z
50; z50: (20)
[36] As initial condition, we set hðx; 0Þ50 in the whole
domain. The hydraulic heads in the mobile and immobile
regions are denoted by himðx; tÞ5hðx; tÞ for 0 < z < dim,
and hmðx; tÞ5hðx; tÞ for dim < z < d. Both head and ﬂux
are continuous at the interface between the two mobile and
immobile regions
hmðx; tÞ5himðx; tÞ; Km @hmðx; tÞ
@z
5KimðxÞ @himðx; tÞ
@z
; z5dim:
(21)
3.1.1. Vertical Average
[37] In order to obtain an effective description, we aver-
age the ﬂow equation (18) vertically. In the following, we
use the same assumption of the classical Dupuit model
[e.g., Bear, 1972]. In particular, we neglect geometry varia-
tions in response to changes in head so that the ﬂow prob-
lem can be linearized [Gelhar and Wilson, 1974].
[38] The average hydraulic heads in the mobile and
immobile regions are deﬁned as
himðx; tÞ5 1
dim
ðdim
0
dz himðx; tÞ; hmðx; tÞ5 1
dm
ðd
dim
dz hmðx; tÞ: (22)
[39] By integration of equation (18) over the mobile
region, we obtain for hmðx; tÞ the governing equation
Sm
@hmðx; tÞ
@t
2Tm
@2hmðx; tÞ
@x2
5rðtÞ2KimðxÞ@himðx; tÞ
@z

z5dim
; (23)
where we used the continuity condition (21) and deﬁned
the storage capacity Sm5smdm and transmissivity Tm5Km
dm of the mobile region. The last term in equation (23) rep-
resents the ﬂux at the interface between mobile and immo-
bile regions and it is obtained from the solution of the ﬂow
equation in the immobile domain, which is given by
simðxÞ @himðx; tÞ
@t
2KimðxÞ @
2himðx; tÞ
@z2
50: (24)
[40] Note that we have disregarded ﬂow in horizontal
direction in the immobile layer because it is assumed to be
small compared to the one in the more conductive region.
Furthermore, we assume that vertical equilibrium in the
mobile layer is reached fast so that we can set
hmðx; tÞ  hmðx; tÞ, which corresponds to the classical
Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation [Bear, 1972].
[41] Thus, the boundary condition for himðx; tÞ at z5dim,
which follows from the continuity condition (21), can be
written as himðx; tÞ5hmðx; tÞ. At z50, the no-ﬂux condition
reads as @himðx; tÞ=@z50. The averaged immobile head can
be expressed in terms of the convolution product [e.g.,
Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998]
himðx; tÞ5
ðt
0
dt0g½t2t0; simðxÞhmðx; t0Þ; (25)
where the characteristic time scale
simðxÞ5 d
2
imsimðxÞ
KimðxÞ (26)
denotes the typical mean time for the immobile zone
to equilibrate with the mobile zone. The kernel function
g½t; simðxÞ is obtained from the solution of equation (24)
for the boundary condition himðx; tÞ5dðtÞ at z5dim. In Fou-
rier space, it is given by
~g ½x; simðxÞ5 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ixsimðxÞ
p tanh ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃixsimðxÞph i: (27)
[42] The temporal behavior of g½t; simðxÞ, see Figure 5,
is well known from multirate mass transfer models for sol-
ute transport in multicontinuum media [Haggerty and
Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998]. For t simðxÞ
one observes the characteristic t21=2 behavior, and for
t simðxÞ an exponential break-off.
[43] By vertical integration of equation (24), we ﬁnd that
the ﬂux term on the right side of equation (23) is equal to
the time derivative of equation (25). Using this result in
equation (23), we obtain the nonlocal ﬂow equation
Sm
@hmðx; tÞ
@t
1
@
@t
ðt
0
dt0uðx; t2t0Þhmðx; t0Þ2Tm @
2hmðx; tÞ
@2x
5rðtÞ;
(28)
where we deﬁne the memory function uðx; tÞ as
uðx; tÞ5SimðxÞg½t; simðxÞ (29)
with SimðxÞ5dimsimðxÞ. Note that equation (28) is similar to
the LD model given in equation (1), but reﬂects the pres-
ence of different storage time scales in the medium, which
gives rise to the nonlocal term. The memory function repre-
sents the dynamics of the recharge and storage process in
the immobile layer. In this sense, equation (28) can be seen
as a nonlocal in time LD model.
3.1.2. Ensemble Average
[44] We handle spatial heterogeneity of the immobile
zone in a stochastic framework that models the sequence
of hydraulic parameters in the immobile region illustrated
Figure 5. Temporal evolution of gðt; simÞ for (blue solid)
sim51 h, (red dashed) sim510 h and (green dash-dotted)
sim5102 h.
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in Figure 4 as a spatial random process. Hydraulic param-
eters are assigned independently to the slabs and thus the
medium is completely deﬁned by the single point distribu-
tion of immobile conductivities. Note that the spatial pro-
cess of the hydraulic parameters is stationary and ergodic
by deﬁnition, while the head related process is not station-
ary, as it varies as a function of the location.
[45] In order to obtain an upscaled effective formulation,
we average equation (28) over the ensemble of immobile
conductivities. This gives
Sm
@hhmðx; tÞi
@t
1
@
@t
ðt
0
dt0huðt2t0jxÞhmðx; t0Þi2Tm @
2hhmðx; tÞi
@x2
5rðtÞ;
(30)
where the angular brackets indicate ensemble average. For
the ensemble average of the second term on the left side of
equation (30), we use the mean ﬁeld approximation
huðt2t0jxÞhmðx; t0Þi  huðt2t0jxÞi hhmðx; t0Þi; (31)
which is justiﬁed when the spatial extension of hmðx; tÞ is
much larger than the width ‘ of a slab, see Figure 4. Under
this condition, the head has sampled a representative part
of the medium heterogeneity. Considering that the typical
diffusion time for the hydraulic head in the mobile layer
over the heterogeneity scale is Sm‘
2=Tm, we can assume
that for times larger that this diffusion scale, enough heter-
ogeneity has been sampled and the mean ﬁeld approxima-
tion is valid. A more rigorous analysis of the validity of
this approximation and a quantiﬁcation of the sample to
sample ﬂuctuations is left for future work. Note that in sim-
ilar multirate mass transfer (MRMT) models for solute
transport in multicontinuum media this approximation is
made on a routine basis [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995;
Carrera et al., 1998].
[46] We deﬁne the global memory function uðtÞ by the
ensemble average of the local memory functions uðtjxÞ
given by equation (29),
uðtÞ5huðtjxÞi: (32)
[47] Details on the ensemble average are given in
Appendix B. Thus, we obtain the following upscaled gov-
erning equation:
Sm
@hhmðx; tÞi
@t
1
@
@t
ðt
0
dt0uðt2t0Þhhmðx; t0Þi2Tm @
2hhmðx; tÞi
@2x
5rðtÞ:
(33)
[48] Note that when the mobile and immobile zones are
vertically in equilibrium, equation (33) reduces to a local
ﬂow equation for an equivalent homogeneous medium
Se
@hhmðx; tÞi
@t
2Tm
@2hhmðx; tÞi
@2x
5rðtÞ; (34)
with the total immobile storativity given by
Se5Sm1hSimi (35)
where hSimi is the ensemble average of SimðxÞ.
[49] Equation (33) can be conveniently solved in fre-
quency domain. Fourier transform of equation (33) gives
ix Sm1~uðxÞ½ h~hmðx;xÞi2Tm @
2h~hmðx;xÞi
@2x
5~rðxÞ; (36)
[50] In frequency domain, the governing equation of the
multicontinuum recharge model (36) is formally identical
to the Fourier transform of the LD model given in equation
(1). Consequently, the expression for the FTF for the
recharge multicontinuum models, can be obtained by sub-
stituting S ! Sm1~uðxÞ in the respective expressions for
the LD models. Solutions for the multicontinuum models
with Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions at the out-
let are given in Appendix C.
3.2. Dual Continuum
[51] For a homogeneous immobile zone, we obtain the
dual continuum recharge model by setting SimðxÞ5Sim5
const : and KimðxÞ5Kim5const : in equations (28) and (29).
In the dual continuum model, both mobile and storage layer
are characterized by uniform but clearly distinct hydraulic
properties. We distinguish here the following relevant time
scales, which determine the behavior of the catchment
response: the time scale for head propagation along the full
catchment in the mobile zone, sM , the time scale sE for the
head propagation along the catchment in the asymptotic
equilibrium model (34), and the relaxation time scale sim to
reach equilibrium between mobile and immobile zones,
sM5
SmL2
Tm
; sE5
SeL2
Tm
sim5
simd2im
Kim
: (37)
[52] Furthermore, we identify the time scale sa that sets
the time for activating the immobile zone. For time larger
than sa enough water enters the immobile zone and the con-
tribution of the immobile zone is relevant in the dynamic of
the whole system. The immobile zone is activated if the
proportion of immobile storativity accessed at time sa is
comparable to the mobile storativity, that is, when
Sim
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sa=sim
p
5Sm, which implies
sa5sim
Sm
Sim

 2
; (38)
and this means it depends on the ratio of mobile and immo-
bile storativities. In order to observe the impact of the
immobile zone on the aquifer dynamics, the activation and
relaxation time scales need to be clearly separated,
sa  sim, which implies ðSm=SimÞ2  1. In the following,
we study the frequency response of the dual continuum
aquifer model for Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary condi-
tions at the outlet.
[53] The behavior of the discharge frequency transfer
function HqðxÞ at the outlet is shown in Figure 6. We read
the ﬁgure from right to left, which corresponds to early and
late times. For x > s21a , i.e., before the immobile storage is
activated, ﬂow takes place primarily in the mobile zone and
HqðxÞ behaves as in a homogeneous medium characterized
by the parameters of the mobile zone only. For decreasing
frequencies, x s21a , the immobile zone is activated. In
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the frequency regime s21im  x s21a , HqðxÞ scales
anomalously as x21=2, see Appendix D1, while the homo-
geneous LDD model scales as HqðxÞ / x21. For frequen-
cies x < s21im , or equivalently times larger than the
relaxation time scale sim, the system behaves as an equiva-
lent homogeneous Dupuit aquifer characterized by the
effective storativity Se5Sm1Sim, see equation (34).
[54] As discussed previously for the homogeneous LDD
model, also here the scaling of the head FTF depends on
the position in the aquifer. Close to the outfall at x L,
the head FTF scales as HhðxÞ  x21=2 in the frequency
regime s21im  x s21a , when the immobile zone is acti-
vated, while the homogeneous aquifer scales as x21. For
x > s21a , it scales as the homogeneous LDD model, see
Appendix C1 for an analytical solution of the head FTF
and Appendix D1 for the scalings. For conciseness, here
and in the following we do not show the corresponding ﬁg-
ures of the scaling of the head FTF.
[55] Figure 7 shows the discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the dual
continuum aquifer model with Cauchy boundary conditions.
For frequencies x s21a , that is, before the activation of the
immobile zone, HqðxÞ shows the same behavior as a homo-
geneous LDC model characterized by the parameters Sm and
Tm of the mobile zone only. In the regime s21im  x s21a ,
the frequency response shows the scaling x21, while the
homogeneous LDC models predicts HqðxÞ / x22 for
x sM . Finally, for x < s21im , the frequency response
behaves as the equivalent homogeneous LDC model given
by equation (34) with Cauchy boundary conditions.
[56] Thus, note that a discharge behavior of HqðxÞ
/ x21 does not necessarily mean that the catchment
dynamics can be described by a homogeneous LDD aqui-
fer. The catchment may actually rather be a LDC aquifer
with a large storage capacity in the immobile zone.
[57] As for the homogeneous LDC model, the head FTF
scales as the discharge FTF, HhðxÞ  HqðxÞ, see Appen-
dix C2 for analytical solution and Appendix D1.
3.3. Multicontinuum
[58] Here we consider a multicontinuum recharge model
characterized by an heterogeneous immobile zone that
wants to relate the wide range of relaxation time scales
observed in nature to a stochastic description of the
medium heterogeneity, as discussed in section 3.1.2.
Hydraulic conductivity can vary over many orders of mag-
nitude even in apparently homogeneous media, while spe-
ciﬁc storativity is typically much less variable [Warren and
Root, 1963]. Thus, we consider in the following the sce-
nario of constant simðxÞ5sim and variable KimðxÞ, see
Appendix B. A broad distribution of hydraulic conductivity
values renders a wide range of temporal scales. The distri-
bution of immobile times s is expressed in terms of the con-
ductivity distribution PkðkÞ as
PimðsÞ5 d
2
imsim
s2
Pk
d2imsim
s

 
; (39)
see Appendix B.
[59] The memory function uðtÞ; equation (32), then is
given by the ensemble average of the local memory func-
tions associated to each immobile zone gðt; sÞ as
uðtÞ5Sim
ð1
0
dsPimðsÞgðt; sÞ; (40)
where gðt; sÞ is deﬁned in terms of its Fourier transform
(27). In order to account for a broad distribution of mass
transfer scales we employ a truncated power-law distribu-
tion for the characteristic times in the immobile zones
PimðsÞ5 12b
s2ð12s1=s2Þ12b
s
s2

 2b
Hðs2s2ÞHðs12sÞ (41)
with HðsÞ the Heaviside step function, s1 and s2, respec-
tively, the smallest and the largest cut offs of the truncated
Figure 6. Discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the dual continuum
model with Dirichlet BC (red solid) given by (C3) with the
memory function (29). (Blue dash-dotted) HqðxÞ for the
homogeneous LDD model characterized by Sm and Tm.
(Green dashed) HqðxÞ for the equivalent homogeneous
LDD model (34) characterized by the effective storativity
Se5Sm1Sim and Tm. We used Sm510
24 m21; Sim55310
22
m21; Tm51mh
21; Tim510
21 mh21; L5103 m. The time
scales are sa50:02 h, sM5102 h; sim553103h; sE55:013
104 h. The solid black line indicates x21=2.
Figure 7. (Red solid) Discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the dual
continuum model with Cauchy BC given by (C6) with the
memory function (29). (Blue dash-dotted) HqðxÞ for the
homogeneous LDC model characterized by the parameters
Sm and Tm of the mobile zone. (Green dashed)HqðxÞ for the
equivalent homogeneous LDC model (34) characterized by
the effective storativity Se5Sm1Sim and Tm. We used Sm5
1024 m21; Sim53310
24 m21; Tm510mh21; Tim51mh21;
L5103 m; ac51024 h
21. The time scales are sa53:33
1023h; tM510h; sim5300h; sE53010h ’ 125d. The solid
black line indicates x21.
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power-law distribution of s and 1=2 < b < 1. The time
scales s1 and s2 are related to the largest and smallest con-
ductivity values in the immobile region, respectively. Spe-
ciﬁcally s1 is restricted by the hypothesis Km  KimðxÞ.
The timescale s2, which is the largest storage time for the
multicontinuum model, corresponds to the timescale sim
given in equation (26) for the double-continuum model.
[60] The memory function uðtÞ for the distribution (41)
is approximated by the truncated power-law distribution
uðtÞ5 Sim
s2Cð12bÞ
s
s2

 2b
exp 2
s
s2

 
; (42)
see Appendix D. The Fourier transform of equation (42) is
given by
~uðxÞ5Sim ixs211ð Þb21: (43)
[61] The time scale for the activation of the immobile
zones sa here is given by
sa5s2
Sm
Sim

  1
12b
: (44)
[62] It denotes the time for which the proportion of active
immobile storativity is equal to the mobile storativity,
Simðsa=s2Þ12b5Sm. In the following, we study the frequency
response of the multicontinuum aquifer model for both Dirich-
let and Cauchy boundary conditions at the outfall. Figure 8
shows the discharge FTF in the multicontinuum aquifer model
for Dirichlet boundary conditions. The storage time distribu-
tion (41) is characterized by b50:7. We clearly distinguish
three different recharge regimes that are marked by the time
scales sM for head propagation in the mobile zone, sE, the
time scale for head propagation in the effective asymptotic
LDD aquifer and the activation time scale sa, equation (44),
for the immobile zones. As before, we read the ﬁgure from
right to left. At frequencies larger than s21a , that is, at time
smaller than the activation scale sa, the discharge FTF behaves
as the corresponding LDD model characterized by the mobile
zone parameters Sm and Tm because ﬂow is predominantly tak-
ing place in the mobile region. In the intermediate regime
s212  x s21a , the storage layer is activated the discharge
FTF behaves anomalously. Here it scales as x20:7. As shown
in Appendix D2,HqðxÞ in this regime behaves according to
HqðxÞ / x2b; (45)
while the homogeneous LDD aquifer scales as x21.
Asymptotically, at the frequency x s212 the mobile layer
is in equilibrium with the immobile storage region and the
system behaves as an equivalent homogeneous LD aquifer
given in equation (34). In this frequency regime, the dis-
charge FTF crosses over to the small frequency plateau,
which it assumes on the scale s21E .
[63] The evolution of the head FTF depends on the posi-
tion x in the aquifer as for the homogeneous LDD model.
Near the discharge point at x L, it scales as HhðxÞ
 x2b for s212  x s21a , the regime of activation of
the heterogeneous immobile zone. For x > s21a , it scales
as the LDD model, see also Appendix C1 and
Appendix D2.
[64] The behavior of the multicontinuum aquifer for
Cauchy boundary conditions, shown in Figure 9 for b50:7
is qualitatively similar. However, in the frequency regime
s212  x s21a the discharge FTF scales as
HqðxÞ / x22b; (46)
while the homogeneous LDC aquifer scales as x22. As for
the homogeneous LDC model, the head FTF scales as the
discharge FTF Hhðx;xÞ  HqðxÞ, see also Appendix C2
and Appendix D2.
Figure 8. (Red solid) Discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the mul-
ticontinuum model with Dirichlet BC given by (C3) with
the memory function (42). (Blue dash-dotted) HqðxÞ for
the homogeneous LDD model characterized by the parame-
ters Sm and Tm of the mobile zone. (Green dashed) HqðxÞ
for the equivalent homogeneous LDD model (34) charac-
terized by the effective storativity Se5Sm1Sim and Tm. We
used Sm510
23 m21; Sim53310
22 m21; Tm510mh21; L5
103 m; b50:7. The time scales are sE5310 h; s25102 h;
sM510 h, and sa51:231023 h.
Figure 9. (Red solid) Discharge FTF HqðxÞ for the mul-
ticontinuum model with Cauchy BC given by (C6) with the
memory function (42). (Blue dash-dotted) HqðxÞ for the
homogeneous LDC model characterized by the parameters
Sm and Tm of the mobile zone. (Green dashed) HqðxÞ for
the equivalent homogeneous LDC model (34) characterized
by the effective storativity Se5Sm1Sim and Tm. We used Sm
51023m21; Sim53310
22m21; Tm510mh21; L510
3m;
ac51024h
21; b50:7. The time scales are sE5310h;
s25102h; sM510h, and sa51:231023h.
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4. Conclusions
[65] In this paper, we present a relatively simple multi-
continuum approach that may be used to link the scaling of
the discharge FTF to a stochastic description of the catch-
ment heterogeneity. Speciﬁcally, the proposed model
allows to relate the scaling of the FTF to physical parame-
ters as storativity, the catchment size and its discharge
boundary condition, on one hand, and to a stochastic
description of heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity, on the
other. In particular, we emphasize the role played by the
discharge BC in the scaling of the FTF. Speciﬁcally, the
scaling of the discharge FTF HqðxÞ / x2b with 1=2 < b
< 1 may be explained by a LD aquifer model with Dirich-
let boundary conditions at the outfall, while exponents 1
< b < 2 may be attributed to a LD model with Cauchy
boundary condition and a large heterogeneous immobile
storage capacity. We hypothesize that by modeling the FTF
of an aquifer using the proposed approach, it may be possi-
ble to extract information on the physical aquifer properties
that can be crossed-checked by a geostatistical characteri-
zation of the catchment heterogeneity.
[66] The proposed model may be used to study the dis-
charge and head dynamics of small catchments at hillslope
scale so that the recharge can be assumed uniform. The model
may be particularly suitable for fractured aquifers, where the
conductive fractures can be considered as the ‘‘mobile’’ zone
and the interfacture matrix as the ‘‘immobile’’ zones.
[67] The dual and multicontinuum approaches provide
an alternative to existing fractal aquifer models for the
interpretation of observed fractal discharge characteristics,
and allow to relate these behaviors to a stochastic descrip-
tion of aquifer heterogeneity as reﬂected in the distribution
of characteristic storage time scales.
Appendix A: Linear Reservoir Model
[68] The LR model is a zero-dimensional model that dis-
regards spatial variations of the water level and the hydrau-
lic head h(t) is a function of time only [Gelhar, 1974;
Bear, 1972], see Figure 1. The governing equation is
S
dhðtÞ
dt
52qðtÞ1rðtÞ; qðtÞ5a½hðtÞ2h0; (A1)
where a is an outﬂow constant ðT21Þ. The discharge FTF is
HqðxÞ5 1
11ðsaxÞ2
; (A2)
where sa is a characteristic response time given by sa5S=a
[Gelhar and Wilson, 1974]. Frequencies lower than s21a are
not damped by the system, while for higher frequencies the
transfer function scales as HqðxÞ  x22. The head FTF
reads as [see also e.g., Gelhar, 1974]
HhðxÞ5 1
a21ðxSÞ2 : (A3)
[69] The scaling for large frequencies for both the
groundwater discharge and the groundwater level is the
same HhðxÞ  HqðxÞ  x22.
[70] Note that Gelhar [1974] derived the outﬂow constant
a, which is characteristic of the LR model, from the LDD
model and obtained a5L2=ð3TÞ. As outlined above, the
behaviors of the LDC and LDD models are different. Thus,
we propose to determine a by comparing the response times
sL of the LR and LDC models which are sL5L2S=T and
sa5S=a, respectively. This leads to a5T=L2.
[71] We derive now the zero-dimensional LR model
from a higher dimensional model. The horizontal average
over the catchment is deﬁned as
hhðtÞih5
1
L
ðL
0
hðx; tÞdx; (A4)
where the subscript h here denotes horizontal. Averaging
of equation (1) using the Cauchy boundary conditions (13),
we obtain
S
dhhðtÞih
dt
52a hð0; tÞ2h0½ 1rðtÞ: (A5)
[72] Expression (A5) is analogous to the governing equa-
tion of the LR model given in equation (A(1)), except for the
local term of hð0; tÞ at the discharge boundary. The two
equations are equivalent if one can set hð0; tÞ ’ hhðtÞi,
which implies that the piezometric gradient in the aquifer is
small. Furthermore, without any assumption on the piezomet-
ric gradient, the two models are equivalent at very small or
large times. At large times, for t sL with sL5L2S=T the
system is horizontally in equilibrium, hðx; tÞ5hhðtÞih and the
two models are equivalent. At short times t sL, the LR
model and the integrated LD model with Cauchy BC coin-
cide for the equilibrium initial conditions hðx; 0Þ5h0. This
implies that for t sL; hð0; tÞ ’ hhðtÞih. Indeed horizontal
integration of the head FTF for the LDC model (16), gives
hHhðxÞih5
1
L
ðL
0
Hhðx;xÞ dx5 1
ixS
12
a
ixS
tanh ½pðxÞ
tanh ½pðxÞ1 aL2TpðxÞ
( )

2
(A6)
[73] In the limit of x T=ðSL2Þ, ﬁrst-order Taylor
expansion of equation (A6) for pðxÞ  1 leads to
hHhðxÞih5j
1
a1ixS
j2; (A7)
which is equivalent to the head FTF for the LR model
given by equation (A3). In fact the characteristic time sL
denotes the diffusion time over the catchment size L. For
t sL, the catchment is horizontally in equilibrium and we
can neglect spatial variation of the hydraulic head as in the
LR model.
Appendix B:Multicontinuum Model: Distribution
of Hydraulic Parameters
[74] The ensemble average of equation (32) can be
executed explicitly. Using expression (29) for uðx; tÞ and
setting SimðxÞ5dimsimðxÞ, we obtain
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uðtÞ5hsimðxÞdimg½t; simðxÞi
5
ð1
0
ds
ð1
0
dshd½s2simðxÞd½s2simðxÞisdimgðt; sÞ:
(B1)
[75] This can be written as
uðtÞ5
ð
ds
ð
dsPs;sðs; sÞsdimgðtjsÞ; (B2)
with the joint distribution of sim and sim
Ps;sðs; sÞ5hd½s2simðxÞd½s2simðxÞi: (B3)
[76] It can be expressed as
Ps;sðs; sÞ5PsðsjsÞPsðsÞ; (B4)
where the conditional distribution PsðsjsÞ is given in terms
of the distribution PkðkÞ of random conductivities Kim as
PsðsjsÞ5 d
2
ims
s2
Pk
d2ims
s

 
: (B5)
where we used relation (26) between the immobile time sim
ðxÞ and conductivity KimðxÞ for the mapping KimðxÞ on
simðxÞ.
[77] From the deﬁnition of ~gðx; sÞ given in equation
(27), we note that ~gðx; sÞ is precisely a function of the
product xs. This implies that gðt; sÞ can be expressed
gðt; sÞ5 1
s
g0
t
s
 
(B6)
where g0ðtÞ5gðt; 1Þ. Thus, equation (B(1)) can be written as
uðtÞ5
ð
ds
ð
dsPsðsjsÞPsðsÞ sdims g
0 t
s
 
: (B7)
[78] As speciﬁc storativity is typically much less variable
than conductivity, here we set
PsðsÞ5dðs2simÞ (B8)
such that
uðtÞ5
ð
dsPimðsÞ dimsims g
0 t
s
 
: (B9)
where deﬁne PimðsÞ5PsðsjsimÞ.
Appendix C: Multicontinuum Model: Solutions
for the Hydraulic Head
[79] For completeness, in the following, we give the
closed-form solutions for the Fourier transform of the
mobile hydraulic head, the head FTF and discharge FTF
for both Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions.
C1. Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
[80] The solution of equation (36) for Dirichlet BC is
given by
h~hmðx;xÞi5 RðxÞ
ix½Sm1~uðxÞ 12
cosh peðxÞð12 xLÞ
 
cosh ½peðxÞ
 	
; (C1)
where we deﬁned peðxÞ5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ixseff ðxÞ
p
and seff ðxÞ5
L2½Sm1~uðxÞ=Tm. The head FTF can be directly obtained
from equation (C1) according to equation (6) and is given
by
Hhðx;xÞ5 1
x2jSm1~uðxÞj2
12
cosh peðxÞð12 xLÞ
 
cosh ½peðxÞ
 	

2
(C2)
[81] The discharge FTF deﬁned in equation (5) is
obtained from equations (C(1)) through equation (2) and it
reads
HqðxÞ5 SmxsM jSm1~uðxÞj jtanh ½peðxÞj
2: (C3)
C2. Cauchy Boundary Condition
[82] For Cauchy BC at the outfall, the solution of equa-
tion (36) reads as
h~hmðx;xÞi5 RðxÞ
ix½Sm1~uðxÞ 12
cosh peðxÞð12 xLÞ
 
peðxÞTm
aL2 sinh ½peðxÞ1cosh ½peðxÞ
( )
:
(C4)
[83] The related head FTF is
Hhðx;xÞ5 1
x2jSm1~uðxÞj2
12 cosh peðxÞð12 xLÞ
 
peðxÞTm
aL2 sinh ½peðxÞ1cosh ½peðxÞ

2
;
(C5)
and the discharge FTF is given by
HqðxÞ5 a
2S2m
x2jSm1~uðxÞj2
 tanh ½peðxÞtanh ½peðxÞ1 aL2peðxÞTm

2
: (C6)
Appendix D: Scalings
D1. Scaling of the Dual Continuum Model
[84] The Fourier transform of the memory function for
the dual continuum model ~gðx; simÞ, given in equation
(27), scales as ðxsimÞ21=2 for x s21im . Thus, the Fourier
transform of the memory function deﬁned in equation (29),
scales as
~uðxÞ5SimðxsimÞ21=2: (D1)
[85] We obtain the scalings of the discharge FTF dis-
cussed in section 3.2 by inserting equation (D1) in equa-
tions (C3) and (C6), for xsim  1 and x s21a with the
activation time sa given in equation (38).
[86] The scaling of the head FTF discussed in section 3.2
are obtained by inserting equation (D1) in equations (C2)
and (C5), for xsim  1. As for the homogeneous LDD
model, the scaling of the head FTF for the dual continuum
model, with Dirichlet BC, depends on the observation
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point x. Close to the discharge, that means for x L, we
can have a preasymptotic regime where the head FTF
scales as HhðxÞ  x21=2. This scaling is obtained by con-
sidering the expansion of the hyperbolic cosine in equation
(C2) for x L as
cosh peðxÞ x
L
21
 h i
’ cosh ½peðxÞ2peðxÞ x
L
sinh ½peðxÞ1 . . . :
(D2)
and then considering the limit for peðxÞ  1 and x s21a ,
with peðxÞ deﬁned previously in section C1.
D2. Scaling of the Multicontinuum Model
[87] We assume that the lower cutoff scale s1 in equation
(41) is much smaller than the upper cutoff s2 so that s1=s2
 1 and we approximate
PimðsÞ5 12bs2
s
s2

 2b
Hðs22sÞ: (D3)
[88] The memory function (40) for the distribution (D3)
of characteristic storage times can be written as
uðtÞ5Sim 12bs2
t
s2

 2b ð1
t=s2
dzzb21g0ðzÞ; (D4)
where g0ðzÞ is deﬁned in equation (B6). The function g0ðzÞ
behaves as z21=2 for z < 1 and decays exponentially fast
for z 1. Thus, we approximate it here by the truncated
power-law distribution
g0ðzÞ5 z
21=2exp ð2zÞ
Cð1=2Þ : (D5)
[89] Inserting equation (D5) into equation (D4) and exe-
cuting the integral for the memory function uðtÞ reads
uðtÞ5Sim 12bs2Cð1=2Þ
t
s2

 2b
Cðb21=2; t=s2Þ: (D6)
[90] This function behaves as a power-law according to
t2b for t  s2 and is cut-off exponentially fast for t s2.
Thus, we approximate it in the following by the truncated
power law (42).
[91] We obtain the scaling of the discharge FTF
in the frequency regime s212  x s21a by using equa-
tion (43) in equations (C3) and (C6), and taking the limit
xs2  1. This gives straightforwardly the scalings (45)
and (46).
[92] The scaling of the head FTF in the frequency regime
s212  x s21a is obtained by using equation (43) in
equations (C2) and (C5). As previously discussed for the
dual continuum model, the scaling of the head FTF near
the discharge, for Dirichlet BC, is obtained by expanding
the hyperbolic cosine of equation (C(2)) for x L
and then taking the limit for peðxÞ  1 and x s21a , with
peðxÞ deﬁned in section (C1) and sa the activation time
given in equation (44).
Appendix E: Notation
LD Linear Dupuit model.
LDD Linear Dupuit model with Dirichlet boundary
condition at the discharge.
LDC Linear Dupuit model with Cauchy boundary at
the discharge.
LR Linear reservoir model.
FTF frequency transfer function.
dm; dim Thickness of mobile and immobile zone, respec-
tively [L].
fq Discharge impulse response function [T
21].
h; h0 Hydraulic head and reference hydraulic head at
outfall [L].
hm; him Hydraulic head of the mobile and the immobile
zone [L].
hm; him Vertically averaged hydraulic head of the mobile
and the immobile zone [L].
T Transmissivity [L2 T21].
Km;Kim Hydraulic conductivity mobile and immobile
zone [L T21].
L Length of the aquifer [L].
q Groundwater discharge per unit aquifer surface
area [L T21].
r Aquifer recharge per unit surface area [L T21].
S Storativity.
Se Effective asymptotic storativity.
sm; sim Speciﬁc storativity of mobile and immobile zone
[L21].
Sm; Sim Storativity of mobile and immobile zone.
Tm; Tim Transmissivity of mobile and immobile zone
[L2 T21].
x Frequency [T21].
x Spatial distance from the discharge point [L].
z Spatial distance from the bottom of the aquifer
[L].
a; ac Outﬂow constant [T
21].
b Exponent.
s2 Cut-off time [T].
sa Characteristic response time of LR model [T].
sa Activation time of the immobile zone in the dual
and multicontinuum models [T].
sE Characteristic response time of the multicontin-
uum model in asymptotic equilibrium [T].
sL Characteristic response time of LD model [T].
sM Characteristic response time of the mobile zone
[T].
sim Mean head diffusion time over the thickness of
the immobile zone [T].
u Memory function of the multicontinuum model
[T21].
Hq Discharge FTF.
Hh Head FTF [T
2].
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